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The Ultimate Pool Experience
SRK has developed and perfected a water process with
astounding results for water quality and health beneﬁts —
the HydroZone 3™ system.
HydroZone 3 is a remarkable water experience that quiets your mind and soothes
your soul. The meditative eﬀect of our water instills a deep sense of peace,
rejuvenation, and balance — improving the health and well-being of individuals
experiencing HydroZone 3 water.

Our water is as soft and fresh as an artisanal spring,
causing no harm to skin and hair. The absence of chlorine
creates an overwhelmingly relaxing experience.

Quick Facts
• Reduces chlorine consumption by 95%

• Prevents and kills algae blooms

• Maintains water balance: minimal chlorine

• Proven eﬀective in killing Cryptosporidium,

and ozone/UV technologies don't impact
mineral balance or produce pH bounce

• Responds to water conditions in real
time. Filters and balances
environmental factors such as rain and
runoﬀ contamination

hazardous parasites that are increasingly
resistant to chlorine-only treatments

A Closer Look
Our water is as beautiful as it is safe. Leveraging SMART
pool technologies, HydroZone 3 gives you a remarkably
healthy and rejuvenating water experience. No
maintenance. No reactive chemicals. No draining and
reﬁlling. Just perfect water.
The HydroZone 3 system uses three interconnected
methods of water puriﬁcation: ozone, UV technology,
and a minimal amount of chlorine. Each works in tandem
with the next to instantly respond to water conditions —
ﬁltering, oxidizing, sanitizing, and balancing water as
soon as bacteria are introduced.

Ozone Treatment
Oxidizes water, ﬁghts bacteria, removes the smell of chlorine, and kills Cryptosporidium.

UV Treatment
Enhances ozone process and increases its ability to kill pathogens, viruses, and Cryptosporidium.

Chlorine Treatment
Trace amounts protect water against bather-to-bather contamination.

Perfect Water Starts Here
SRK Modern Pool Solutions
631-537-3750
SRKpools.com
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